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Introduction, Professional and Personal 
 

[1] In 2003, Tirza L. Leader became a Center for the Study of 
Popular Television Fellow at the S.I. Newhouse School for Public 
Communications at Syracuse University. The grant that accompanied the 
fellowship came out of a passion project of Tirza and her advisor Dr. 
Brian Mullen. Tirza and Brian enjoyed Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997-
2003), and the fellowship for work on the series supported Tirza 
through the summer (as economic realities in academia are a thing). 
Tirza and Brian had a hunch something strange was going on with the 
language in or around fight scenes in Buffy. The grant supported and 
resulted in a project wherein the dialogue was typed and manually fed 
through Microsoft-word (more on the method in a bit). While the 
methodology would have gone much faster in 2018, this project began 
fourteen years ago. In 2003, that was how it was done.  
 [2] After three months, Tirza had a big pile of data, but did not 
quite have a home for it. It was the kind of thing that my favorite 
academics do. Their question dug deeply into the thing they were 
curious about—without a specific endgame to answer what all that 
research could lead to. Fast forward three years. In 2006, my dad, Brian 
Mullen, passed away after a fast and terrible diagnosis of pancreatic 
cancer. At the time, he and Tirza were working in the Psychology 
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Department at the University of Kent, in Canterbury, England. I was still 
finishing up college in New York, and I traveled to Canterbury to do the 
things a daughter does. Tirza and most of Canterbury took me under 
their wings and became the hodgepodge of family that I needed.  
 [3] At one point, Tirza and I were cleaning out his university 
office and I found a binder of Buffy DVDs with a bound collection of 
printed papers with lots of words and numbers. I asked her what it was, 
and she gave me an explanation that I honestly do not remember. My 
dad usually had a few plates spinning, and I didn’t always understand all 
of them. Tirza encouraged me to take the DVDs and the pages as she 
had her own copies. The DVDs sat untouched in my office for many 
years.  
 [4] I went on with things, did a master’s degree, moved onto a 
Ph.D. with a focus in rhetoric. I was doing my Ph.D. at the university 
where my dad had done his (University at Albany, in New York). One 
day, while waiting on dissertation feedback, I was flipping through the 
box of half-formed projects that my dad had not finished. I started 
tinkering with them.1 I sent Tirza a message and asked her whatever 
happened with the Buffy project. She told me she had written up an 
article, but when sending it out to psychology and social psychology 
journals, comments came back on the theory being a little too 
something. I asked if I could take a look at what she had written, and she 
sent it along.  

[5] I read it and saw something other than the theoretical 
examination of the role of language in mitigating television violence—
their study was an exercise in qualitative rhetoric. Framing it with a 
rhetorical methodology could offer a tool for approaching the 
relationship between representations of violence and language choices in 
texts—while providing a reading into the rhetoric in Buffy that had not 
yet been analyzed.  

[6] We collaborated on a revision that found a home as a chapter 
in the 2017 edited collection Hero or Villain: Essays on Dark Protagonists of 
Television. Our chapter, “Talk Bluntly and Carry a Pointy Stick: Violence 
and Verbal Complexity in Buffy the Vampire Slayer,” explores the 
rhetorical or social connection between violence and verbal complexity 
for protagonists—or the good gals/guys.2  
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[7] While much work has been done on slang in Buffy, that 
research has not yet accounted for what the pairing of slang, puns, or 
clichéd language, and violence might activate for viewers.3 In David 
Fritts’ “Warrior Heroes: Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Beowulf,” he 
states that “Buffy’s use of language has been frequently associated with 
her power” and that “words fail Buffy when she is powerless” (20). 
Furthermore, “the fact that Buffy chooses punning and wordplay as her 
battlefield voice suggests control and detachment” (Fritts 24). In pairing 
concrete data with readings such as Fritts’, we can provide another way 
to analyze violent rhetoric. 

[8] Getting our larger essay out into the world was important; it 
was important to see the trajectory of the project finally come to 
fruition. Moreover, it gave me, personally, a feeling of comfort about 
how collaboration can happen across time and space. Yet still, there is so 
much more to do with all of this data. Truth be told, neither Tirza nor I 
are Buffy scholars. I study the rhetoric of food and space, and Tirza is an 
expert in social psychology. It is selfish to hold onto this databank that 
could be of use to others. The online home of Slayage is a perfect place 
for it, where other Buffy scholars can have free and open access to it. 
More than any other projections we could pose, we invite other scholars 
who study language and violence, or Buffy and rhetoric, to dig around in 
the data.  

[9] Along with the data set, we include an explanation of the 
methodology that was used to produce it and a brief explanation of the 
analyses that we conducted with this data. We hope that other scholars 
may use this methodology to answer their own questions in Buffy and 
other works of literature and film. 
 
 

Method 
 

 [10] All seven seasons of Buffy the Vampire Slayer were coded for 
violent incidents. Violent incidents on the part of Buffy are divided into 
three intervals: pre-incident, incident, and post-incident. An incident is 
defined as beginning when Buffy first initiates physical contact with her 
supernatural adversary and ending when the adversary is killed by Buffy. 
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The analysis was restricted to incidents in which Buffy kills an obviously 
supernatural adversary (e.g., vampire or demon) in order to remove the 
possibility of an ambiguous victory influencing the level of Buffy’s verbal 
complexity. For this essay, verbal complexity is used to mean how 
linguistic complexity is reflected by the terms of the Flesch Reading Ease 
score, and we will return to this shortly. A lower number on this scale 
means a sentence that is easier to understand, and a higher score 
indicates a sentence with more knowledge and linguistic acuity. Thus, a 
lower score reflects lower complexity. The current effort was also 
restricted to incidents in which Buffy was the only “good” character to 
kill a supernatural adversary, in order to remove any diffusion of 
responsibility for the killing from the audience’s point of view. Finally, in 
order to hold the putative level of violence constant, the current effort 
was restricted to incidents where Buffy kills only one supernatural 
adversary. The timing counter of the DVD player defined the duration 
of the violent incident. Pre-incident is defined as beginning when Buffy 
first entered the scene and ending when Buffy first initiates physical 
contact with her supernatural adversary. Post-incident is defined as 
beginning when Buffy kills her supernatural adversary and ending when 
Buffy leaves the scene. 
 [11] For this process, text files of episode transcripts were 
downloaded into Microsoft® Word 2000 and marked with the duration 
times of the pre-incident, incident, and post-incident (Psyche). These 
segments of the transcripts were then analyzed for verbal complexity. 
Specifically the dialogue of Buffy was subjected to Microsoft® Word 
2000’s calculation of Flesch Reading Ease.4 Simply put, the Flesch 
Reading Ease score accounts for linguistic complexity—a lower score 
indicates a sentence that is easier to understand, and a higher score is 
indicative of a sentence that requires more knowledge and linguistic 
acuity. Thus, a lower score reflects lower complexity in Buffy’s speech. 
Also tabulated were the number of protagonists and antagonists present, 
the number of supernatural adversaries killed, and the number of total 
words spoken by Buffy for each interval. 

[12] The current data set includes the 106 acts of violent incidents 
engaged in by Buffy for all seven seasons (144 episodes), 70 of which 
were complete incidents detailed above5.  For these 70 cases, on average, 
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Buffy spoke at a 2nd grade level. Specifically, our analyses showed that 
while Buffy speaks the same number of words before and after a violent 
incident, her verbal complexity decreases after she engages in violence. 
Thus, we have a link between lower verbal complexity and violence6.  
 
 

Conclusion 
 

[13] The results of our research showed that the verbal complexity 
of Buffy decreased after she engaged in violence. This is consistent with 
previous research (Cole 332-343; Dumas, Blechman, and Prins 347-358) 
that has shown that real-world adolescents who are violent are 
characterized by lower verbal complexity. In Gywn Symonds’ 2015 essay 
“Solving Problems with Sharp Objects: Female Empowerment, Sex and 
Violence in Buffy the Vampire Slayer,” she states that in Buffy, “we are 
given the distance to consider what the violence is being used to do or 
reveal or tell” (8). Violence here reveals trends we can quantify and 
further extend to application in rhetorical situations. The conclusions 
from this also allow us to ask questions about representations of the 
language in relationship to violence.  

[14] A final question we could pose points to the foundation of 
the method presented here. Some scholars have argued that the Flesch-
Kincaid Readability Score has inherent cultural/social bias implicit in its 
standards.7 If the tool with which data has been collected needs 
improving, then we want to ask how else we might need to interpret this 
data, and how we might move forward in quantitive linguistics. One way 
to look further is to inquire whether episodes that refuse standard 
spoken language still maintain the idea that violence leads to a 
representation of decreased intelligence for admirable protagonists. 
Examples worth further inquiry include “Hush” (4.10), where there is an 
extended lack of dialogue; “Beer Bad” (4.5) where Buffy talks like the 
archetype of a cave-person after drinking laced beer; or the famous 
musical episode, “Once More, with Feeling” (6.7). For these episodes, it 
is worth exploring a methodology to account for intelligence outside of 
standard verbal language.  
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[15] Future research may be able to use this data as a jumping off 
point to examine the language of other characters that are portrayed as 
more intelligent (e.g., the librarian, Watcher Giles, or Willow the 
computer whiz) during violent incidents. For example, Willow attempts 
to recreate Buffy’s fighting-rhetoric in “Anne” (3.1), saying “Hey there, 
Big Boy?” to a demon. This is followed up with a comment about how 
“The Slayer always says” something that “disarms” demons, and that 
they had previously taken Buffy’s punning “for granted” (cf. Wilcox 22-
23). Or maybe there should be a look at Xander or Cordelia’s patterns of 
speech and violence. We hope this data, ultimately, provides another lens 
into the Buffyverse. We invite responses, critiques, questions and 
concerns. In fact, we invite readers to challenge our findings, and hope 
this data raises questions we have not yet imagined. In other words, let’s 
see what else there is to do with all the number thingies! 
 
 

Notes
                                                
1This tinkering also led to my essay “Object Statement” in Graduate Journal of Food 
Studies. 
2 Some main ideas from our essay in Hero or Villain: Essays on Dark Protagonists of 
Television are reiterated in this short piece.  
3Scholarship that focuses on slang and pun-pattern in Buffy includes: Michael Adams’ 
2003 book Slayer Slang: A Buffy the Vampire Slayer Lexicon and his 2006 guest-edited 
special issue of Slayage, Beyond Slayer Slang: Pragmatics, Discourse, and Style in Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer; Erin McKean’s 2001 book Verbatim: From the Bawdy to the Sublime, the 
Best Writing on Language for Word Lovers, Grammar Mavens, and Armchair Linguists; in 
2012, Malgorzata Gosia Drewniok’s chapter “ ‘You’re Strong. I’m Stronger’: 
Vampires, Masculinity and Language in Buffy” and Bonnie Kneen’s article “ ‘Add it 
up, it all spells “duh”’: the language of Buffy, the Vampire Slayer”; Rhonda V. Wilcox’s 
1999 “ ‘There Will Never Be a “Very Special” Buffy: Buffy and the Monsters of Teen 
Life” (18-23); and, in 2002, Karen Eileen Overbey and Lahney Preston-Matto’s 
“Staking in Tongues: Speech Act as Weapon in Buffy.” 
4This is also known as the Flesch-Kinkaid Reading Score. We choose to stick with 
the shortened phrase “Flesch Reading Ease” throughout. The Flesch Reading Ease 
score is defined as:  

206.385 – (1.015 x (# of words/# of sentences)) – (84.6 x (# of syllables/# 
of words)). 
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From the Flesch Reading Ease score, a verbal complexity score was derived by 
subtracting the Flesch Reading Ease score from 101. If Buffy did not engage in any 
speech during the pre-incident, incident, or post-incident, then it is scored for verbal 
complexity as missing data. 
5 To clarify, the complete incidents are that Buffy spoke, fought, and was the only 
one to kill one supernatural “bad guy,” and then she spoke again—in that consistent 
order, and including a pre-incident and post-incident for comparison. 
6 A one-way repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of words obtained 
pre-incident (M = 26.36), and post-incident (M = 20.71) revealed a nonsignificant 
effect of the number of words spoken pre-incident versus post-incident, F(1, 69) = 
1.015, p = .1586. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA of verbal complexity 
obtained pre-incident (M = 15.02), and post-incident (M = 8.84) revealed a 
significant effect of verbal complexity for incident, F(1, 35) = 3.11, p = .0434. 
7 Paul J. Taylor, Samuel Larner, Stacey M. Conchie, Tarek Menacere suggest this in 
their 2017 essay, “Culture Moderates Changes in Linguistic Self-Presentation and 
Detail Provision When Deceiving Others.” 
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Appendix 

 

Data Set on Violence and Verbal Complexity 

in Buffy  the Vampire  Slayer  

 

Compiled by Darcy Mullen and Tirza L. Leader 

 



Kristopher Woofter
Text Box
Data Set on Violence and Verbal Complexity in Buffy the Vampire Slayer compiled by Darcy Mullen and Tirza L. Leader [Slayage: The Journal of Whedon Studies, 16.1 [47], Winter/Spring 2018]




































































































































































































































































































